Germ Theory Fraud – Quotes

"The entire fabric of the germ theory of disease rests upon assumptions which not only have not been proved, but which are incapable of proof, and many of them can be proved to be the reverse of truth. The basic one of the unproven assumptions, wholly due to Pasteur, is the hypothesis that all the so-called infections and contagious disorders are caused by germs." -- Dr. M.L. Leverson, M.D.

"Viruses are simply the excretions of a toxic cell. Viruses are pieces of DNA or RNA, with a few other proteins. They butt out from the cell. They happen when the cell is poisoned. They are not the cause of anything." -- Dr. Thomas Cowan, M.D., commenting on Rudolf Steiner's insights

"We said before that so-called 'germs' are ubiquitous. They are ever present, in many varying forms in both healthy and sick people. These microbes kick into what modern scientists call 'pathogens,' when the media is toxic and conducive to clean up. When you enter into a healing crisis, and your body is throwing off toxins, these 'germs' appear out of your very substance, to help eliminate, process and break down these toxins. Germs have absolutely no causal relationship to disease. But germs do appear to help you clean out, because put quite simply, your disease is your cure!" -- Dr. William P. Trebing, author of Good-Bye Germ Theory, page 154

"If the Germ Theory were true, no one would be alive to believe it." -- B.J. Palmer, D.C.

"Three criteria are, according to the scientific method needed to properly identify a virus. It must be isolated from a host cell. As of 2016 this has never been accomplished in humans. It must be photographed and it's diameter measured. As of 2016 this has never been accomplished in humans. It must be biochemically characterized. As of 2016 this has never been accomplished in humans. This has never been done with any virus (herpes, hepatitis, h1n1, bird flu, swine flu, influenza, polio, measles) let alone HIV, HPV, SARS, Zika or Ebola." -- Viruses. How Much is that Dogma in the Window?, New Medicine Online
"We agree with those members of the profession who hold that no germ causes tuberculosis. Germs do not cause any disease. Further, we agree that there is more harm in the fear of germs than there is in the germs themselves." -- Dr. Simon Louis Katzoff, M.D., author of *Timely Truths on Human Health*, 1921

"Germs seek their natural habitat: diseased tissue, rather than being the cause of diseased tissue." Rudolf Virchow

"The general public have been told that we do not become ill except when germs penetrate into from without. The germ theory of disease is ridiculous." -- E. Douglas Hume, author of *Bechamp or Pasteur, A Lost Chapter in the History of Biology*

"Medical doctors are working on the germ theory of disease... But the germ theory is already weakening and is due for being thrown aside. Dr. Fraser of Canada and Dr. Powell of California have experimented with billions of germs of all varieties, but they have been unable to produce a single disease by the introduction of germs into human subjects. Dr. Waite tried for years to prove the germ theory, but he could not do so. During the World War an experiment was conducted at Gallop’s Island Massachusetts, in which millions of influenza germs were injected into over one hundred men at the Government hospital, and no one got the flu. Germs are scavengers." -- *Principles and Practice of Naturopathy*, Dr. E.W. Cordingley, M.D., N.D., A.M.

"You're working under a wrong premise to begin with and you're never going to find the answer if you do that. Viruses have no nucleus. There's no respiratory system. There's no circulatory system. There's no digestive system. Viruses are not alive. That's like saying soap is alive. They're not alive. They are solvents. They are soaps. However, more accurately, they are enzymes to fractionate tissue for waste elimination." -- Aajonus Vonderplanitz

"Had it not been for the mass selling of vaccines, Pasteur's germ theory of disease would have collapsed into obscurity." -- E. Douglas Hume, author of *Bechamp or Pasteur, A Lost Chapter in the History of Biology*
"The culprit however, is not the microbe. It is the level of toxicity you have in your own bloodstream." -- Good-Bye Germ Theory, Dr. William P. Trebing, 2006

"We must look rationally at the bacterial issue. Consider the fact that many tribes ate primarily unsalted raw meat, unsalted raw fats and/or unsalted raw dairy products from the beginning. They did not wash their hands or sterilize their food before eating. Every form of natural bacteria, including salmonella, E. coli and campylobacter were eaten with their food abundantly and constantly. Why were they vibrant, healthy and disease free if microbes are the culprits?" -- Aajonus Vonderplanitz, The Recipe for Living Without Disease

"Is it not living in a continual mistake to look upon diseases as we do now, as separate entities, which must exist, like cats and dogs, instead of looking upon them as conditions, like a dirty and a clean condition, and just as much under our control; or rather as the reactions of kindly nature, against the conditions in which we have placed ourselves?" -- Florence Nightingale (1820 – 1910)

"In all that I have witnessed inside and outside of laboratories, there is only one cause of disease: Industrial pollution in medication, food, air, soil and water. Strengthening a body's constitution and lymphatic system is the first step to reversing/curing disease" -- Aajonus Vonderplantiz

"Germs cannot be the cause of disease, because disease germs are also found in healthy bodies." -- Dr. H. Lindlahr, M.D., author of Nature Cure

"In 1915, another medical doctor wrote an article for the top British medical journal Lancet. Dr. Montais studied 21 cases of tetanus, each of whom had received Pasteurian inoculation. The conclusion of the article, which appeared in the 23 Oct 1915 issue, was that in every case, the tetanus had been caused by the inoculation. Dr. Montais said that 'Pasteur had created a new form of disease.'" -- The Post-Antibiotic Age: Germ Theory, Dr. Tim O'Shea

"What's happening is, like I said, we have colds, which are mainly bacterial, which go feed on toxic tissue that's been damaged - we don't eat well enough, we don't eat all raw and therefore we accumulate toxicity. So bacteria have to come in and eat that waste product because we can't keep up with all the
waste. OK. So that's what a cold is. Flu is mainly viral. Some bacteria may be active during flu. Some areas of our bodies may not be so contaminated that bacteria - the natural way that we cleanse with bacteria when we're overloaded with toxicity or waste products, will help us. But when we are so toxic that the bacteria are poisoned by the tissue, from chemical inundation, then we have to make solvents. Each cell makes a solvent. Each cell makes a soap to help clean itself. And it's a union. It's like a factory. All the particular cells get together and say, "Let's make this to help clean ourselves." So they make enzymes which we will call soap to do that. So there's nothing dormant about it. It's just that when the accumulation of industrially contaminated waste is so great and you can't use microbes then the cells make solvents, that is, viruses we call flu." -- Aajonus Vonderplanitz

"Any kind of flu is the same thing. When the climate and temperature are right, certain tissues will cleanse. They may have a 7-years cycle. They may have a 6-months cycle. It depends upon the tissue and how contaminated it is. If certain tissue needs to cleanse every two years, our bodies will create, if waste tissue is too toxic for microbes, our bodies will create a solvent (a virus) that fractionates and cleanses that particular tissue every two years, every 6 months, every 3 months, every 7 years, every 12 years, depending upon that tissue and how contaminated it is. The myth that herpes is contagious is pharmaceutical industry fiction to scare you into taking medication." -- Aajonus Vonderplanitz

"Actually bacteria are our symbiotic partners in both health and disease. They serve a useful role. As scavengers they make harmless or remove undesirable substances within our bodies. They also elaborate certain of our body needs. That is, they help build complex organic compounds from simple ingredients. A notable example of this is the production of vitamin B-12 in our intestines." -- Dr. T.C. Fry, author of *The Vibrant Diet: The Timeless Guide to Eating Our Natural Biological Diet*

"'Infection' is no war in which the body is fighting invaders. The bacteria that come to these sites are symbiotic and help the body in elaborating dead cells and tissues for expulsion-they are partners in the cleanup process. When this has been accumulated the bacteria disappear and the wound heals. Infection... is a body-cleaning process for a body burdened with toxic
"We need to re-direct our perspectives of microbes and see them in a new light. In terms of bacteria, for example, we need to appreciate them as: Bodily inhabitants who assist us in such ways as protecting us from other organisms (e.g. fungi), assisting in digestion and metabolism of food, synthesizing vitamins, and helping to eliminate waste materials." -- Dr. Paul Goldberg

"Do germs cause disease? Or could it be the other way around... first, the disease, then the germs. Natural Hygiene contends that germs do not cause disease. They are not the originators. Most diseases occur when people allow themselves to become enervated, that is, low in nerve energy. As a consequence, the organs of excretion fail to function normally and waste material accumulates in the body. When this waste continues to build up, exceeding the body's toleration point, a crisis arises. The body, to offset this overabundance of poisonous matter, begins to react. The result of this reaction is sometimes a cold, the flu, pneumonia, or some such, depending on the individual. At this crisis point of elimination, germs may or may not be present. They are sure to come later, not to attack, but to assist in the cleanup or cleansing process." -- Dr. Alec Burton, M.Sc., D.O., D.C.

"Hygienists object to the germ theory of disease because germs do not cause disease. They may be present in disease processes, and they many complicate a disease with their waste products which can be very toxic at times, but the germ or virus alone is never the sole cause of disease." -- Dr. Virginia Vetrano, D.Sc

"Germs are saprophytes; that is, they live off dead and decaying organic matter. Bacteria are actually our benefactors. They decompose our excretions, helping to rid the system of them. Bacteria are non-toxic, and non-virulent as long as body secretions and excretions are normal. When toxemia exists, that is, when metabolic wastes accumulate in the system in excess, causing the secretions and excretions of the body to become abnormal and poisonous, a non-pathogenic bacterium can turn into a so-called pathogenic one simply by feeding on toxic wastes. Bacteria excrete toxic waste only when human secretions are abnormal and when the cells of the body are killed by excessive toxic saturation, bacteria go to work to
disorganize them and help the body rid itself of dead tissue. 'Disease producing' germs are often present in the absence of the disease they are supposed to cause. They are often found when an individual has not had the disease that a particular germ is supposed to cause and when the individual never develops the disease. Furthermore, in myriads of cases, a particular pathogenic germ is not present when the disease it is supposed to cause exists." -- Dr. Virginia Vetrano, D.Sc

"Germs do not cause disease! Nature never surrounded her children with enemies. It is the individual himself who makes disease possible in his own body because of poor living habits... Do mosquitoes make the water stagnant; or does stagnant water attract the mosquitoes? We should all be taught that germs are friends and scavengers attracted by disease, rather (than) enemies causing disease... As their internal environment is, so will be the attraction for any specific micro-organism... The germ theory and vaccination are kept going by Commercialism." -- Dr. Robert R. Gross

"Warmth, moisture, food-these are the causes that activate latent germs and arouse them to activity. They exist, all except the food, in the mouth, nose and throat at all times. The food is thrown out into these, as excretions, in disease. The germs feed on the excretions. They are scavengers. They were never anything else and will never be anything else. They break up and consume the discharge from the tissues. This is the function ascribed to germs everywhere in nature outside the body and is their real and only function in disease. They are purifying and beneficial agents. The medical profession has worked itself into hysteria over the germ theory and is using it to exploit an all too credulous public. Germs are ubiquitous. They are in the air we breathe, the food we eat, the water we drink. We cannot escape them. We can destroy them only to a limited extent. It is folly to attempt to escape disease by attempting to destroy or escape germs. Once they are in the body the physician has no means of destroying them that will not, at the same time, destroy the patient. We cannot avoid germs. We must be proof against them. We have to accept them as one of the joys of life." -- Dr. Herbert Shelton

"Just remember that there are no contagious diseases, just contagious habits which lower your vitality. There have been many people who have had diphtheria and yet no germ could be found. The same can be said of
tuberculosis and other diseases. This is why the virus had to be discovered --
to save the germ theory." -- Dr. Virginia Vetrano, D.Sc.

"Medical science is based on a false premise: namely, that diseases are
caused by extraneous influences." -- Dr. John Henry Tilden, M.D., author of
Toxemia Explained

"At the present time, the medical profession prescribes innumerable poisons,
such as arsenic, strychnine, morphine, mercury and other destructive drugs
that ruin the health of the human race... and the greatest of all delusions is
the germ theory, and the consequent introduction of serum therapy, with its
various antitoxins. Notwithstanding the fact that these medical delusions
have been the cause of more injury and death than pestilence, famine and
war combined, the medical doctors have agreed to meet each other half way,
on the common ground of self-interest, for the purpose of formulating and
enforcing the tyrannical laws to prevent anyone outside their ring from
practicing medicine." -- Dr. Thomas Morgan, author of Medical Delusions

"The bottom line is that the medical systems are controlled by financiers in
order to serve financiers. Since you cannot serve people unless they get sick,
the whole medical system is designed to make people sicker and sicker." -- Dr.
Guylaine Lanctot, MD

"Once you understand the true nature of disease, you will no longer fear
bacteria and viruses." -- Dr. Robert S. Mendelsohn, MD

"The first tool you must have is knowledge of the enemy. Once you
understand Modern Medicine as a religion, you can fight it and defend
yourself much more effectively than when you think you're fighting an art or
a science." -- Dr. Robert S. Mendelsohn, M.D., 1979

"At some point in the future the infectious disease/contagion theory will go
down as the greatest hoax in history." -- Dr. T.C. Fry, Founder of the Life
Science Institute

"In the course of my studies, I and others have not been able to find proof of
the existence of disease-causing viruses anywhere." -- Dr. Stefan Lanka,
German newspaper Faktuell, circa 2005
"All diseases have multiple causes, but viruses aren't one of them." -- Dr. Stefan Lanka, Virologist

"I am prepared to maintain with scientifically established facts that in no single instance has it been conclusively proved that any microorganism is the specific cause of a disease." -- Dr. M Beddow Bayly, 1928 article published in London Medical World

"The diseases that we attribute to viruses are actually body-created eliminative crises to eject forcibly toxic matters that have accumulated. Un-eliminated wastes are life-sapping and deadly." -- Dr. T.C. Fry

"So-called 'viruses' are actually cellular debris. The protein-coated DNA result from mitochondrial disintegration and are now ready to be eliminated from the body. These DNA particles are inert and incapable of acting in any way." -- Dr. Herbert M. Shelton, Dr. Susan M. Hazard, and Dr. T.C. Fry

"Diseases must have a scapegoat outside the lifestyle of the sufferer. If the sufferer were made responsible for his own condition, then the medical practitioner would be out of business." -- Dr. Herbert M. Shelton, Dr. Susan M. Hazard, Dr. T.C. Fry

"People are being made to fear something that has never been proven to cause harm. It is for this reason that we urge everyone to understand that the 'germ theory' has no basis in real science." -- Dawn Lester and David Parker, authors of What Really Makes You Ill

"In reality the science of AIDS is a 'pseudoscience.' Pseudoscience serves to hopelessly confuse and confound those in search of reason and truth." -- Dr. Alan Cantwell Jr., M.D., The Secret AIDS Genocide Plot

"What hope is there for medical science to ever become a true science when the entire structure of medical knowledge is built around the idea that there is an entity called disease, which can be expelled when the right drug is found." -- Dr. John H. Tilden, M.D.
In *Virus Mania*, Dr. Claus Koehnlein, M.D. shows that these "alleged contagious viruses" are, in fact particles produced by the cells themselves as a consequence of certain stress factors such as drugs.

"There is NO proof Polio is caused by a virus. There is NO evidence that anyone caught polio from another person in the family. There is NO evidence that any nurse or doctor caught polio from a patient." -- Sheri Nakken, R.N., MA

"What the medical profession foists off on us today as germs or viruses were, in previous times, called demons, evil spirits, and other malevolent entities." -- Dr. Herbert M. Shelton, Dr. Susan M. Hazard and T.C. Fry

"Society today is paying a heavy price in disease and death for the monopoly granted the medical profession in the 1920's." Dr. Harris L. Coulter, Ph.D.

"At least 95% of the ailments that children are prey to will heal themselves and do not require medical attention." -Dr. Robert S. Mendelsohn, MD

"People are being made to fear something that has never been proven to cause harm. It is for this reason that we urge everyone to understand that the 'germ theory' has no basis in real science." -- Dawn Lester and David Parker, authors of *What Really Makes You Ill*

"Scientists are doing an awful lot of damage to the world in the name of helping it. I don't mind attacking my own fraternity because I am ashamed of it." -- Kary Mullis, 1993 Nobel Prize Winner for the invention of the PCR Test

"Every so-called disease is a crisis of Toxemia, which means that toxin has accumulated in the blood above the toleration point. Any treatment that obstructs this effort at elimination baffles nature in her effort of self-curing." -- Dr. John Henry Tilden, MD

"Illnesses do not come upon us out of the blue. They are developed from small daily sins against nature. When enough sins have accumulated, illnesses will suddenly appear." -- Hippocrates
"You need to understand that 'they' want you sick and dying, expensively." -- Dr. Carolyn Dean MD, ND